Level Indicator type & serial number:

Indicator connection length ('L' in mm):

Scale mounting (RHS standard):

Scale materials and colours:

Graduations:

Major bars:

Intermediate bars:

Minor bars:

Scale legend and position:

Additional comments

Sketch (as necessary):

Notes:

- Scale default is right hand side (RHS) mounting.
- LHS mounting requirement to be specified on order.
- Scales are mounted with: SS brackets (# 36617), clamps, socket mushroom head screws, washers and Nyloc nuts.
- Scales are shipped mounted to the indicator.
- If not practical to do so, they are fully prepared for mounting.
- Indication rail and scale extend beyond indication length each end (std):
  - Smartline (33.7mm OD pipe) 30mm
  - Standardline (≥53mm ) OD pipe 50mm
  - SafeTMark scales are 60mm wide x 3mm thick and mounted without backing but with SS scale clips max 400mm apart.
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Models with SS or Colorbond scales